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Abstract 
Favaron, O., A note on the irredundance number after vertex deletion, Discrete Mathematics 121 
(1993) 51-54. 
We show that if we delete a vertex v from a graph G, the lower irredundance number of the new 
graph satisfies ir(G - v) >(ir(G)+ 1)/2 and that this bound is attained. 
Let A be a set of vertices of a simple graph G = (I’, E). A vertex x of A is said to be 
redundant in A if itself and all its neighbours in V-A are dominated by A -x. If it is 
not redundant in A, x is irredundant in A. This means that x either is isolated in A or 
admits at least one A-private neighbour, that is a neighbour x’ in V-A which is 
adjacent to no other vertex of A. We denote by AN, the set of the A-private 
neighbours of a vertex x of A. The set A is irredundant in G if each of its vertices is 
irredundant in A. Every subset of an irredundant set is irredundant so one usually 
studies the maximal irredundant sets with respect to the inclusion and denote by ir(G) 
the minimum cardinality of such a set. Note that ir(G)= 1 if and only if G admits 
a total vertex dominating all the other vertices. 
During the 2nd Polish conference, J. Topp posed the problem of the effect on ir(G) 
of the deletion of a vertex and proposed the formula ir(G - v)>ir(G)- 1 for every 
vertex v of G. 
The behaviour of many graph parameters under the deletion or addition of edges or 
vertices has already been studied. In particular that of y(G), the minimum cardinality 
of a dominating set, which is related to ir(G) by 
ir(G)<y(G)bZir(G)- 1. (1) 
The first inequality is due to the fact that every minimal dominating set is 
a maximal irredundant set. The second one has been proved by Allan and Laskar and 
generalized by Bollobas and Cockayne [l]. 
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Let v be a vertex of G and D a minimum dominating set of G-v. The set D WV 
dominates G therefore 
y(G-v)>y(G)-1. (2) 
The example of a star K 1, p of center v, for which ir(G)= 1 and ir(G- v)=p, shows 
that, as y(G), the parameter ir(G) may increase a lot when we delete a vertex of G. The 
problem is to know how much it can decrease. The following theorem gives 
(ir(G)+ 1)/2 instead of ir(G)- 1 as a lower bound on ir(G- v). Moreover an example 
shows that this bound is tight. 
Theorem. For every graph G and every vertex v of G such that ir(G-v)>2 we have 
ir(G)< 2ir(G-v)- 1 and the bound is sharp. 
Proof. Let us begin with two remarks. 
(1) If ir(G- v)= 1, that is if G-v admits a total vertex, then ir(G) is equal to 1 or 
to 2. In the first case the inequality of the theorem remains true but not in the second 
one. We suppose henceforth ir(G-v)>,2 and thus ir(G-v)+ 1<2ir(G-v)- 1. 
(2) The weaker inequality ir(G)d2ir(G-v) is obvious since, by (1) and (2), we 
always have 
ir(G)<y(G)<y(G-v)+ 1<2ir(G-v). 
A more careful analysis is necessary to sharpen this bound and construct an extremal 
example. 
Let A be a minimum maximal irredundant set of G-v. If A dominates G-v then 
y(G-v)=ir(G-v) and thus, by (1) and (2), ir(G)dir(G-v)+ 1. If not, let U be the set 
of the vertices of G-v which are not dominated by A. Each vertex u of U is 
irredundant in A vu so, by the maximality of A, there exists at least one vertex 
t nonisolated in A such that u dominates the A-private neighbourhood AN, of t in 
G-v (Property PI). Let us denote by B the set of the nonisolated vertices t of A such 
that AN, is dominated by some u in U. For each vertex t in B, every vertex w of AN, 
admits such a vertex u dominating AN, as a (Au w)-private neighbour. Thus w is 
irredundant in Au w and by the maximality of A, the vertex w dominates AN,, for 
some nonisolated vertex w’, perhaps equal to t, of A (Property P2). 
In the graph G, the set A is still irredundant but perhaps not maximal. If it is 
maximal then ir(G) d 1 A ( = ir(G - v). If not, either Au v is a maximal irredundant set of 
G or there exists a vertex y of V(G) - A -v such that Au y is irredundant in G (but not 
in G-v). In the first case ir(G) < ir(G - v) + 1. In the second case the vertex y can be of 
two different kinds: 
Type 1: In the graph G-v, the vertex y was redundant in Au y. 
This implies that y and all its neighbours in G-u are dominated by A. Then v is 
a (Auy)-private neighbour of y in G. 
Type 2: In the graph G-v, the vertex y was irredundant in Au y. 
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This implies that y or one of its neighbours in G-v is not dominated by A and there 
exists a vertex x, nonisolated in A or adjacent to y, whose A-private neighbours in 
G-v are all dominated by y. Then v is a (Auy)-private neighbour of x in G. 
If the new irredundant set Au y is maximal in G, then ir(G)<ir(G-v)+ 1. If not, 
there exists another vertex z such that Auyuz is irredundant in G. In particular Auz 
is irredundant in G and z is of Type 1 or 2. If z is of Type 1 then the only possible 
(A u y u z)-private neighbour of z in G is v, whereas the vertex v is adjacent to y if y is of 
Type 1 and to x if y is of Type 2. Thus z is necessarily of Type 2, and also y by 
symmetry. Moreover y and z are associated to a same vertex x of A admitting v as 
a (Auyuz)-private neighbour in G. 
This vertex x does belong or does not belong to B. If B # {xl, let us consider the set 
D consisting of one A-private neighbour in G-v of each nonisolated vertex of A and 
of all the vertices of A except one vertex t of B-x. The set D dominates the vertex u, 
the nonisolated vertex t of A, the set U by Property Pr, and all the neighbours of A in 
V-D by Property P2. Therefore D is a dominating set of G. If B = 1x1, we obtain the 
same result if we put in D all the vertices of A and one A-private neighbour of x in 
G-v. In both cases D is a dominating set of G satisfying 1 D 1 d 2 /Al - 1 and thus 
ir(G)<y(G)d2ir(G-v)- 1. 0 
We now construct (Fig. 1) a graph G realizing the equality for a vertex v: 
Take a perfect matching (XiXI}, 1 <i<p, between a star A of center x1 and leaves Xi, 
2 d id p, and a star A’ of center xi and leaves xi, 2 < i <p. For each i with 1 ,( i < p, add 
an independent set x= (yik} with 1 < k<q of q32p vertices, and join each yik to xi, 
For each pair i, j with 1 < i#j Qp, add an independent set Zij= (zijk} with 1 < k<q of 
q vertices, and join each Zijk to xi and Xj. Finally add a pendant vertex v to x1. 
It is easy to see that A is a minimum maximal irredundant set of G-v and thus 
ir(G-v)=p. 
The set (A-xx,)uA’ is a maximal irredundant set of G. We will show that it is 
minimum by proving that every maximal irredundant set I of G contains at least 
2p - 1 vertices. First we note that the two vertices v and x1 do not both belong to I. 
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And that if a vertex y of some Yi (resp. Zij) belongs to I, then the whole set yi (resp. Zij) 
is contained in I. Therefore, since q 3 2p, we can suppose that I has no vertex in Yj nor 
in ZijfOr l<i#j<p. 
If x; is not in I, then Yr c U (the set of the vertices of G which are not dominated by 
I) and thus, by Property Pi, xi is the unique I-private neighbour of some vertex x of I. 
This vertex x cannot be xi for if xi is in I, it admits u as a Z-private neighbour; nor 
some xi with i # 1 for if xi is in I, it admits every vertex of q as a I-private neighbour. 
Thus x; is in I. Similarly, for 2~ i<p, xi is in I since it is adjacent to x; and thus 
cannot be the unique Z-private neighbour of any vertex of I. Hence A’ is contained in I. 
If u~l then x1 6 I and by the maximality of I, each vertex Xi belongs to I for 2 d i < p. 
In this case, 111= 2p. If o$Z then the vertex x r, which cannot be the unique Z-private 
neighbour of any vertex of I since it is adjacent to x’, , belongs to I. The set A u A’ being 
redundant, some vertex Xi with i # 1 is not in I. But then, by the maximality of I, each 
other vertex Xj, with j #i, belongs to I. In this last case, 1 I\ = 2p - 1. 
To sum up, we always obtain 11132p- 1 and thus 
ir(G) + 1 
ir(G-v)=2p- 1 =F 
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